Rough-in showing faucet hole in solid counter tops. Other holes are optional.
Round or oval sinks. For square sinks see page 2.
Faucet hole diameter may not exceed 2”
All dimensions in inches.

WARNING
Drop in sink may interfere with sensor. We recommend undermount sink or sink that is flush with counter top.

Recommended Counter Thickness.
If Thicker, Please Call MAC FAUCETS for Verification.
1/16” Minimum
• Rough-in showing faucet hole in solid counter tops. Other holes are optional.
• Square sinks. For round or oval sinks see page 1.
• Faucet hole diameter may not exceed 2”
• All dimensions in inches.
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**WARNING**

Drop in sink may interfere with sensor. We recommend undermount sink or sink that is flush with counter top.

Recommended Counter Thickness.
If Thicker, Please Call MAC FAUCETS for Verification.
1/16” Minimum